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Uttekgi (;tnestlees: 	 August 15, 1967 

[1.0] Ceuld the to non-fatal eounds in Peasident Tennedy4s throat and beck haze been made by special non-permanent bullets cf bee density which melted away in a few minutes after penetrating his skin? 

The "theory" that a single rifle bullet caused these injuries to the President and alisp caused Governor Connally7s injuries has been amply attacked in the books mentioned in Question [9]. (See "inquest", pp. 121-122.) Not as many bullets were accounted for as there were shots heard. Merthermore, no bul-let from the rifle caned by Oswald was found in the bodies of either President Kennedy or Governor Connally. Hovever, such a bullet was found under the mattress on a hospital cart, and after a dubious "chain of evidence" had been established, (241{412), became &hibit 399. 

The unexplainably intact appearance and weight of bullet 399 indicates that it could not have been the bullet which inflicted all the non-fatal wounds of the President and ahe Governor. The one unarguable fact about bullet 399 is that it eats fired from that rifle owned by Oswald. (The source of this bullet is considered in Question [11].) 

Governor Connally4 s wounds were definitely made by a real rifle bullet which breee a rib and ended up imbedded in his thigh. Particles of lead remained in his body and were visible in X-rays. Dr. Parry says- that at Parkland Hospital "a bullet was not removed from Gov. Connallyls leg." (311389) However, something 1A14 removed from his leg about a month after the assassination, iu a followeup operation at St. Davidls Hospital in Austin on 1219.1 104 1963. 	blood cloti?) Thus there is no doubt that a real bullet went through the Governor's chest, wrist, end into his leg, at the time of the second shot. 

Hauever, it is a very different story with the two non-fetal wounds of the President. (See Questions [8] and [9] far a discussion of the "firecracker" sound of that first abet, not like a rifle shot.) The bullet teamed in his throat re-sembled an entrance wound, and the bullet wound in his beck resembled an entrance wound also. Neither of these wounds penetrated more than an inch or so into his body. There was no bullet path tracable through his body between these two wounds. No bullets were found in his body, and no traces of metal from any bul-lets which might have eaused these wounds. Billet 399, which at first was claimed to have "fallen out" of his body onto his hospital cart, was soon claimed to have fallen out of Gov. Connally3e leg onto his hospital cart. 

Dr. Jones (6H55) and Dr. McClelland (6H38) indicate that the neck wound could not Lave been an emit wound of a high-velocity bullet which then went through G074, Connally. 

To add to the confusion about the first shot, there are discrepancies (dis-cussed at length in the books mentioned in Question [9]) in the Zalpeuder film frame numbers at which the Shot could or cou1,1 not have been fired from Oaualdls eifle, etc. All of the above points of confusion can be eliminated, and the failere of the autopsy surgeons to find any path of a bullet be:azetal the two 
wounds in the President's beck and neck can be explained, if it is assumed that 	. bullet made of ice was fired into the Presidentle throat at close range by a "spectator" along the 'curb, at the time of the first "firecracker" shot, -----and that a second ice bullet was then fired into his back at the tine of the second shot, which was the real rifle shot which hit Gov. Connally. These ice bullets are discussed in Question [11]. 
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